he unique environment created with theme décor adds immeasurably to the success and enjoyment of
evening functions. The following ideas are an invitation to a world of imagination and fun.
For example, you can share in the culture of Tucson’s rich Mexican and Western heritage, recreating a
plaza reminiscent of a “South of the Border” town or the Old West town that Tucson might have been in
1880!
Keep the culture and add the sophistication of the Cattle Baron’s Club, a stunning presentation of the way
the “upper crust” lived during that time period.
Dine within the great canyons of the Tucson desert, where the lives of the ancients are told in the lost art
of Petroglyphs. Tiered seating and subtle lighting transforms the ballroom into a true desert setting.
From the upscale setting of the Celestial Elegance or the Cattle Baron to the simple Mexican Fiesta, the
ambience created will bring the right touch to any evening.

WELCOME TO THE WILD WILD WEST
This venue recreates the flavor of Tucson in its Old West heyday! Imagine yourself walking down a dusty
street, hearing the sounds from the local saloon, the bar gals, the gunfire and the laughter. Gaze in awe
at the countless stars in the night sky, try your hand at Electronic Quickdraw or ride the Mechanical Bull
while your dinner is prepared on the open mesquite wood fire grill. To complete the event, the Coyote
Corral includes a built-in band shell for one of Tucson's finest Country-Western bands or a hysterically
entertaining Wild West Review!

ROUTE 66
When “head’n down the highway, look’n for adventure,” you’ll find it at the “Renegades Den” Biker Bar. If
you’re “born to be wild”, put on your leathers, grease your hair and get down for an evening of bohemian
fun. On or off property, indoor or out, “Renegades Den” is there. The sound and warm afterglow of the
Wurlitzer Juke Box, the crackle of peanut shells on the floor, and the beckoning buzz of the neon beer
signs create an atmosphere evocative of the biker netherworld.

NOCHE EN MEXICO
A quaint Mexican town unfolds as your guests “cross the border” and are greeted with warm “South of the
Border” hospitality. Surround yourself with the breezy care-free feel of a warm Mexican night. Watch
local artisans as the smell of fresh, hot tortillas fill the air and the hypnotic sounds of Flamenco or
Mariachi surround you in sheer delight.

NATIVE SPIRITS
Indian cultures of the American Southwest bring to us celebrated traditions, mythical and symbolic
richness, and some of the most beautiful decorative art of the primitive world. Our Native Spirits decor
presents the perfect ambiance for your guests to experience and exchange the cultural uniqueness of the
Pueblo people who have made the Southwest home for centuries.

CELESTIAL ELEGANCE
Tucson is the Astronomy Capital of the World! Celebrate the beauty of the Sonoran Desert and embrace
the mysteries and elegance of the night sky.

SONORAN SUNSET
The focal point…the stage wall is covered end to end, floor to ceiling, with hand painted canvas of
gradations of the night sky, with a full moon hanging low on the horizon. Fully dimensional rock
formations line the front of the back drop, turning the traditional hotel ballroom into a desert canyon
complete with plantscaping vignettes of skeleton saguaro and various other cacti and succulents
indigenous to the region. Don’t forget the field of stars above. The set is totally immersive….welcome to
the Sonoran Desert.

OTHER THEME IDEAS:
CATTLE BARON’S BALL
MARGARITAVILLE
SPORTS ZONE / SPRING TRAINING
SURFIN’ SONORA
CASINO
DESERT ZEN
RED, HOT AND BOOM!
TUX & BOOTS / DENIM & DIAMONDS
GLOW LOUNGE
CIRQUE DE SONORA
VINTAGE CIRCUS
SPEAKEASY / 1920s
ARABIAN NIGHTS
MARTINI TIME!
HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD!

